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Ɣ for a clear, pure voice
Ɣ soothes mucous membranes
and vocal chords
Ɣ with herbal extracts,
Aloe vera and Ectoin
Ɣ long-lasting fresh breath
Ɣ free of preservatives
isotonic
30 ml spray bottle
lasts for up to
300 applications!

valued by
professionals
for more than

10 years

original

6LQJHUތVRLO (Sänger-Öl®)
gives your voice wings
mouth spray with essential oils and herbal essences

Use the concentrated natural power
of essential oils, herbal essences,
Aloe vera and Ectoin for a clear,
pure voice:
ƔAloe vera: soothes inflammation
ƔStar anise: expectorant
ƔEucalyptus: anti-inflammatory
ƔEctoin: moistens vocal chords
ƔFennel: anti-convulsant
ƔCamomile: heals wounds
ƔLavender: calming
ƔMint: refreshing
ƔSage: germicidal
ƔThyme: breaks up mucous

Sänger-Öl®
developed by
professionals:
Singer´s oil
(Sänger-Öl®) has
been developed in
close cooperation
with Tyndal Thomas, Manchester.
Tyndal is a former backing singer
of Stevie Wonder and still tours the
world today as Gospel choirmaster
and workshop leader.

Our high quality preparation with natural essential oils nurtures the
mucous membrane during stress due to dry, heated air and cigarette
smoke. Singer´s oil is ideal for singers and everyone who speaks a lot.
Sänger-Öl®
tested and
approved by
professionals:
“therapeutic ingredients”, “pleasant
taste”, “practical”,
“surprisingly does
not taste of medicine”, “takes effect
directly in your throat”, “when vocal
problems arise during a gig you can
usually solve it by spraying once or
a couple of times”
Tastenwelt 06/2008

Easy to use: Spray Singer‘s oil
(Sänger-Öl®) directly into your
mouth and throat, as required.
It immediately takes effect and
lasts for a long time.
Contains alcohol but no preservatives.
Made in Germany
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